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Abstract 
 In this paper, we report on Mandarin F0 characteristics 
analyses using an F0 generation model and present 
experimental results on the automatic extraction of their control 
parameters. To cope with difficulties in automatic extraction of 
control parameters for F0 generation model proposed by 
Fujisaki, generation command sequences were extracted and 
analyzed for two-syllable and three-syllable Mandarin speech 
samples. The analyses showed that there were only restricted 
number of command sequences and that they were well 
interpreted by command level merging characteristics. The use 
of these generation characteristics was turned out to be quite 
useful for the automatic extraction of F0 control parameters 
through the automatic extraction experiments for the same 
two-syllable and three-syllable Mandarin speech samples. 
 

1 Introduction 
 
For prosody control, it has been well known that F0 

generation model proposed by Fujisaki [1] can provide 
effective and compact representation scheme for many 
languages. It has been confirmed that this model can be 
applicable not only one specific language but also to many 
other languages including tone languages such as Chinese [2] 
and Thai [3]. Using F0 generation parameters, we can exploit 
profound underlying control principles and interpret 
superficially different prosodic phenomena in systematic ways 
[e.g. 4]. However, it is also well known that the extraction of 
these generation parameters is quite difficult and quite a few 
researches have studied automatic extraction for many 
purposes.  

To improve speech recognition accuracy, Edouard Geoffois 
[5] proposed an automatic extraction scheme of F0 generation 
parameters based on dynamic hypotheses. Hansjorg Mixdorf 
[6] proposed a low-pass filtering associated with Analysis by 
Synthesis (AbS) scheme originally proposed by Hirose and 
Fujisaki [7]. To improve automatic extraction accuracy, 
utterance information has also begun to be used. In Japanese, 
Ogawa et al [8] showed the effectiveness of utterance 
information in automatic extraction. Gu and Fujisaki [9] have 
proposed a new automatic extraction scheme using 
AbS(Analysis by Synthesis).  

As automatic extraction of F0 generation parameters is an 
inverse problem, there dose not exist an analytic solution 
scheme. Up to now, AbS iterative procedures have been 
commonly used for their automatic extraction. Though it is 
ideal to extract generation parameters form F0 information only, 
it looks quite difficult at this moment. Considering the fact that 
only skillful researchers with enough knowledge to the 
corresponding language prosody can extract them correctly, we 
need some kind of side information for their automatic 
extraction. For F0 generation parameters of Japanese, we could 
have improved extraction accuracy by using accent phrase 
numbers and their types for Japanese and attained considerable 

automatic extraction accuracy improvements [8]. 
As tone language such as Chinese and Thai have syllable 

level control characteristics, it looks extremely difficult to 
automatically extract them without side information. In this 
paper, we analyzed generation command sequences for 
Mandarin Chinese speech. We tried to interpret their command 
sequence characteristics from constituent syllable tone 
attributes and used them for automatic extraction. In the 
following sections, after briefly explain Fujisaki model for 
Chinese in Section2, F0 generation command sequence 
characteristics are analyzed for two-syllable and three-syllable 
Mandarin Chinese speech in Section 3. Finally in Section 4, 
their command pattern characteristics have been used for the 
automatic extraction and experimental results are shown. 
 

2 F0 generation model for Mandarin Chinese 
 
The generation process model for F0 contour was originally 

designed for Japanese by Fujisaki [1]. This model has been 
successfully applied to Mandarin by him and his group [2]. 
This model decomposes an F0 contour into phrase components 
and accent components. These components are obtained as an 
output of second order critical damping system for impulsive 
inputs referred as a phrase command and an accent command. 
The model for Mandarin is shown in Figure1.  

 A phrase component Gp(t) is given by the following 
equation; 
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An accent component Ga(t) is given by the following equation; 
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where iα and jβ are the time constants for the phrase and 

accent control mechanisms. was the ceiling parameter.    
Because these parameters changed very small by the utterance, 

they were fixed at 3.0rad/s, 20.0rad/s, 0.9. 
 
 An F0 contour is consisting of multiple combinations of these 
components. It can be described as a linear sum of these 
components as follows. 
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In the equation, Fmin, i, j, Api, Aaj, T0j, T1j, T2j, T3j, and 
T4j correspond to bias level, the number of phrase command, 
the number of accent command, the magnitude of the i-th 
phrase command, the onset time of the j-th 1st accent command, 
the reset time of j-th 1st accent command, the onset time of the 
j-th 2nd accent command and the reset time of 2nd accent 
command respectively. 

3 F0 generation command merge observed in 
the succession of two Mandarin syllables 

 
 It looks quite useful for automatic extraction to obtain 
possible command combinations from constituent syllable tone 
information. As shown in Figure 1, previous studies show that 
Chinese four tones correspond to different combination of 
positive and negative F0 generation commands for 
two-syllable (T1 : Positive, T2 : Negative+Positive, T3 : 
Negative, T4 : Positive+Negative). As the Figure 1 shows, in 
single syllables, the F0 contours can be described with 
generation process commands as follows.  

Tone1: P 
Tone2: N+P 
Tone3: N 
Tone4: P+N  

where P and N represent positive and negative command 
respectively. We use these abbreviations from now on. 

It is expected that these command sequences change when 
syllables are concatenated. As a first step, we analyzed 
command sequences for isolated two-syllable words. The 
analysis showed that F0 generation commands of two-syllable 
systematically changed when they were connected. As Figure 2 
shows, only four different command sequence types (  P,  
P+P,  P+N+P and  N+P) were observed in isolated 
two-syllable words. Table 1 shows the correspondences 
between tone pattern combinations and four types of F0 
generation command sequences. This number correspond to the 
half of the command sequence types observed in ordinary 
running speech [10].  

Four command pattern sequences can be derived from 
original single syllable generation patterns using simple 
modification rules as follows. 

Rule 1 : N command in a single-syllable tone consisting of 
multiple commands ([P+N],[N+P]) is deleted. e.g., 
Tone1+Tone2 : P+[N+P] → P+P (Type ), Tone2+Tone4 : 
[N+P]+[P+N] → P+P (Type ). 
 
Rule 2 : Preceding P command requires additional P command 
after single N command. e.g. Tone1+Tone3 : P+N → P+N+P. 
(Type )  
 
Rule 3 : Posterior N command is replaced by P command in N 
command succession. e.g. (Type ), Tone3+Tone3 : N+N → 
P+N →  P+N+P (by Rule 2) (Type ), 
 

Though four command sequence types are derived by the 
combination of the above three rules, there exist another 
equivalent rule formulations to dereive the same results. The 
generality of these rules is to be tested by application of further 
complex syllable concatenations. 

For further understanding of the above command sequence 
characteristics, we have analyzed three-syllable successions of 
Mandarin speech. We have analyzed 40 tone combinations 
listed in Table 2 by considering the fact that three-syllable 
successions where tone3 or tone4 are quite few. As Figure 3 
shows, eight different command sequence types(<1> P, <2> 
P+N, <3> N+P, <4> P+N+P, <5> P+P+N, <6> P+N+N, <7> 
N+P+N, <8> P+N+P+N) were observed in isolated 
three-syllable words. Through the command sequence 
generation from constituent tone information, we found the 
following characteristics. 
(i) Command sequence modification is carried out only the 1st 
syllable and the 2nd syllable. i.e. 3rd syllable tone generation 
commands are unchanged. 

 
Table1. Correspondence between tone pattern combinations 
and F0 generation command sequences in two-syllable 
successions 

   2nd syllable 
1st syllable Tone1 Tone2 Tone3 Tone4 

Tone1     
Tone2     
Tone3     
Tone4     

Figure 1 Generation process model for F0 Contour 



 

 
Figure 2. F0 generation command patterns for two-syllable 
Mandarin speech in isolation  
 
(ii) Three rules found in two-syllable concatenations are also 
applicable in three-syllable concatenations 
(iii) Additional rules are to be added to generate command 
sequences for three-syllables. 
Rule 4 : P command successions are reduced to single P 
command. e.g. Tone1+Tone1+Tone1 : P+P+P→ P (Type ), 
Rule 5 : N command successions are reduced to single N 
command.  

The above command sequence characteristics can explain 
most of the command types in three-syllable successions. 
However. there are a few tone combinations that cannot be 
explained by the above rules. These exceptional samples show 
 
Table 2. Correspondence between tone pattern combinations 
and F0 generation command sequences in three-syllable 
successions 

(1) 1st syllable : Tone1 

3rd syllable 
2nd syllable Tone1 Tone2 Tone3 Tone4 

Tone1 <1> <7> <2> <2> 
Tone2 <4> <5> <5> <8> 
Tone3 <4> <6> <5> <8> 
Tone4 <4> <4> <2> <8> 

(2) 1st syllable : Tone2 

3rd syllable 
2nd syllable Tone1 Tone2 Tone3 Tone4 

Tone1 <1> <2> <2> <2> 
Tone2 <4> <5> <5> <5> 
Tone3 <4> <4> <5> <8> 
Tone4 <4> <4> <2> <5> 

(3) 1st syllable : Tone3 

3rd syllable 
2nd syllable Tone1 Tone2 Tone3 Tone4 

Tone2 <3> <7> <7> <7> 
Tone3 <4> <4> <5> <8> 

 
Figure 3. F0 generation command patterns for three-syllable 
Mandarin speech in isolation 
 
the need of further considerations on syllabic structures. It 
might be possible that the first characteristics (i) results from 
the fact that most of our syllable samples have the structure of 
((syllable1+syllable2)+syllable3). As some samples have 
different structure (i.e. (syllable1+(syllable2+syllable3))), rule 
application target should be changed to syllable2+syllable3. In 
addition, the additional Rule 4 and Rule 5 can be replaced by 
another equivalent rule formulations to dereive the same results. 
Again further generality of these rules is to be tested by 
application of more complex syllable concatenations. 
 

4 Experiments on automatic extraction of  
F0 generation parameters 

4.1 Extraction experiment data 

To know the effectiveness of command pattern information 
derived from syllable tone information, we carried out 
automatic extraction using two and three syllables words of 
Mandarin. As the analysis results in the preceding section show, 
these words have one phrase component and multiple (from 
one to four) accent components. For the extraction experiments, 
we used ATR Chinese speech database for speech synthesis 
consisting of 57 two-syllable words and 334 three-syllable 
words uttered by one male subject.  

 

4.2 Automatic extraction procedures  

Automatic extraction was carried out in the following 
manner. The extraction parameters consist of a start time of a 
phrase command, its magnitude, a command onset time, 
magnitude and reset time of accent commands. To extract these 
parameters, we adopt an iterative searching technique based on 
conventional Analysis by Synthesis method. The search of 
optimal parameter values was carried out until the difference 
between an observed F0 and model generated F0 become lower 
than a threshold. In the search, minimum mean squared error is 
obtained through a hill-climbing search in the (2I+3J) 
dimensional space constructed by the parameters for the phrase 
and accent commands, where the number of phrase and accent  
commands are I and J respectively. The location of the accent 
commands is restricted to avoid overlap of neighboring accent 



Table 3. Automatic extraction error rates for with/without 
utterance information (constituent tone combinations) 
 (1) Close data 

 with information without information 

2 syllables 10.9% 24.6% 

3 syllables 27.5% 44.3% 
 
(2) Open data 

 with information without information 

2 syllables 25% 38.3% 

3 syllables 48.7% 62.7% 
 
commands. The step sizes used in the present analysis are 0.01s 
for all the parameters. 

For the search, we restricted generation command pattern 
stated in Section 3 and adopted their average values as initial  
values. For comparison, we also carried out an automatic 
extraction without information of a generation command 
pattern. In this case, all possible patterns were searched and 
their initial values were set to the average of all samples. In 
order to check the extraction performance for test data, we 
measured extraction accuracy for 10% held out data. 

4.3 Extraction results 

 For the judgment of extraction correctness, we decided to use  
timing difference only. From observation of manually 

extracted parameter variances, we adopt 50 msec as a threshold. 
When any difference of timing points of phrase command T0i, 
the onset time of accent command T1j and the reset time of 
accent command T2j, between manually extracted ones exceeds 
more than 50 msec., we considered the automatic extraction 
was incorrect. 

Table 3 shows the extraction error rates of the automatic 
extraction experiments for (1) Close data and (2) Open data. As 
shown in Table 3, the extraction error rates reduced to about 1/3, 
1/2 of errors without command pattern information derived 
from constituent syllable tone combinations. Furthermore, the 
error analysis showed that more than half of errors were 
resulting from insufficiencies of F0 contour extractions caused 
by long voiceless portions, devocalization and miss-extractions. 

5 Conclusions 
In this paper, we analyzed F0 generation command patterns 

using two and three syllables words of Mandarin Chinese. 
Analyses showed the existence of specific generation command 
patterns and systematic change of generation commands. 
Though it turned out that most of these generation command 
types can be explained by small amount of rules, we need 
further investigation for further complex syllable 
concatenations. As these command patterns are specified by 
constituent syllable tone combinations, we have good use of 
them to restrict command pattern candidates. An automatic 
extraction of F0 generation model parameters experiment 
showed the improvement of extraction accuracy. As the 
extraction accuracy is not sufficiently high enough, we still 
need to improve the extraction scheme and expand extraction to 
ordinary long sentences. 
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